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Chapter 1

The LHCb experiment at CERN

The European Organization for Nuclear Research, commonly known as CERN,
is the largest particle physics research center in the world. The CERN accel-
erator complex is depicted in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: The CERN accelerator complex.

The accelerator complex houses experiments of relatively low energy and ex-
periments at the highest energy provided by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
Protons are provided to the LHC through a network of accelerators before be-
ing brought into collision.

The protons, originating from a hydrogen gas source, first enter a linear ac-
celerator (LINAC2) after which they are accelerated to 50 MeV. Next they en-
ter the proton synchrotron Booster reaching an energy of 1.4 GeV. Afterwards
the protons enter the Proton Synchrotron (PS) which accelerates them to
26 GeV. The bunches are then injected to the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
where they are accelerated up to 450 GeV. A tangent delivers proton beams
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CHAPTER 1 THE LHCB EXPERIMENT AT CERN

from SPS to the testbeam areas located at the North Area (close to the center
of the LHC). After the SPS, the proton bunches are finally injected in the LHC.
In the LHC, the proton beams are accelerated and collide up to a maximum
center of mass energy of

p
s = 13 TeV with a maximum instantaneous lumi-

nosity of L = 10

34 cm�2 s�1. The protons from each beam collide at 25 ns
intervals that are referred to as bunch crossings. Four large scale experiments
take place at the LHC. One of these experiments is the LHCb experiment.

1.1 Highlights from Run 1

The LHCb experiment is searching for physics beyond the SM by studying de-
cays of beauty and charm hadrons [5]. Any deviations from the SM predictions
in the measurements performed may be a hint of new physics. An example
of such a measurement is that of the B

0
s

� B

0
s

oscillation frequency. Neu-
tral b-mesons undergo particle–antiparticle mixing due to second-order weak
interactions involving box diagrams [6]. The B

0
s

� B

0
s

oscillation frequency
�m

s

is governed by the mass difference of the B

0
s

mass eigenstates [7]. The
frequency of the particle-antiparticle oscillations observed in the B

0
s

� B

0
s

sys-
tem is extremely high (⇠ 10

13 Hz). In the distance between production and
decay of a b hadron, which is typically in the order of 1 cm, a B

0
s

changes
flavour nine times on average. In order to resolve the fast B

0
s

� B

0
s

oscillation
a high decay time resolution is therefore necessary. The average decay time
resolution provided by the VELO is �

t

= 44 fs making it possible to observe
the B

0
s

� B

0
s

oscillations as shown in Figure 1.2. The measured oscillation
frequency is found to be �m

s

= 17.768 ± 0.023 (stat) ± 0.006 (syst) ps�1 [8],
which is the most precise measurement to date, and is in good agreement with
the current world average 17.69 ± 0.08 ps�1. The �m

s

is one of the quantities
that influence the dilution of the observed oscillation. The dilution factor D

according to [9] is:

D = e

�
�

1
2�m

2
s

�

2
t

�
(1.1)

where �
t

is the decay time resolution and t the decay time.

In addition, the complex CP-violating phase �
s

[10] of the B

0
s

� B

0
s

mixing
amplitude is measured by LHCb. This parameter quantifies CP-violation ef-
fects arising from the interference between two quantum amplitudes. These
amplitudes are B

0
s

directly decaying to a final state of J/ (! µ

+
µ

�
)�(!

K

+
K

�
) and B

0
s

first oscillating to B

0
s

and then decaying to J/ (! µ

+
µ

�
)�(!

K

+
K

�
). The error �

�

s

on the �
s

measurement depends on decay time resolu-
tion in the same manner as in the case of the �m

s

measurement, particularly
�

�

s

/ 1/D.
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1.2 THE LHCB EXPERIMENT

Figure 1.2: Decay time distribution for candidates tagged as mixed (different flavour
at decay and production drawn with a red line) or unmixed (same flavour at decay
and production drawn with a blue line). A poor proper time resolution would smear
neighbouring points influencing the oscillations.

The measured CP violating phase in B

0
s

! J/ K

+
K

� decays combined
with B

0
s

! J/ ⇡

+
⇡

� decays is �
s

= -0.010 ± 0.039 rad [11], which is in good
agreement with the predicted value from the SM [81].

1.2 The LHCb experiment

During the first years of operations known as Run 1, LHCb accumulated 3 fb�1

of data. Following a two year long shutdown, the LHCb experiment is currently
going through Run 2. LHCb is operating at an instantaneous luminosity of
L = 4 · 1032 cm�2 s�1. At this luminosity the average number of visible
proton-proton (pp) collisions per bunch crossing is ⌫ = 1.62.

The LHCb detector (Figure 1.3) is a single-arm spectrometer covering a
pseudoprapidity range of 2  ⌘  5. Due to the fact that bb pairs are
mainly produced at small angles with respect to the interacting beams (see
Figure 1.4), the LHCb detector is built to detect b�hadrons produced in the
so-called forward direction1. A dipole magnet with a bending power of 4 Tm
bends charged particles to allow measurement of their momentum. The detec-
tor setup consists of a tracking system and a particle identification system. The
particle identification (PID) system includes two Ring Imaging Cherenkov de-
tectors (RICH) to identify charged hadrons, an electromagnetic (ECAL) and
a hadronic (HCAL) calorimeter for hadron, electron and photon separation

1Since the bb production is symmetric, the definition of forward direction is a matter of
choice.
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CHAPTER 1 THE LHCB EXPERIMENT AT CERN

Figure 1.3: The LHCb spectrometer. The tracking system includes the Velo, TT
and T-stations. The PID system includes RICH 1 and 2, ECAL, HCAL and M1–M5.

and a set of muon chambers (M1–M5) to identify muons. In the LHCb refer-
ence system, upstream refers to the negative and downstream to the positive
z direction. Upstream of the LHCb magnet, the tracking system consists of a
silicon strip detector for vertexing known as the Vertex Locator (VELO) and
a large area silicon strip detector, the Tracker Turicensis (TT). Downstream
of the magnet are the three T-stations. Each T-station consists of an Inner
Tracker (IT), a silicon strip detector, surrounded by the Outer Tracker (OT), a
straw drift tube detector. The track reconstruction is explained in more detail
in Section 1.2.2.

Since the amount of data produced at all pp-collisions is too high to be
stored, a selection of this data is being made using a trigger. During Run 2,
the trigger [13] consists of two levels, the first level trigger (L0) and the High
Level Trigger (HLT). L0, which is a hardware trigger, selects mainly b and
c events at a maximum rate of 1.1 MHz. Subsequently the HLT reduces the
rate of accepted events to 12.5 kHz, at which point the data can be stored.

A secondary, “displaced” vertex in addition to the pp collision vertex is a
characteristic of a b-hadron. An example of such a displaced vertex is visu-
alised in Figure 1.5 in the case of a B

+ decaying to a J/ and a K

+. The
distance in the XY plane between production and decay of the b-meson here
is ⇠300 µm. Two important quantities contributing to a good proper time
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1.2 THE LHCB EXPERIMENT

Figure 1: Production angle of B vs. angle of B in the laboratory (in units of rad.), calculated using PYTHIA. The peaks in

the forward directions shows the correlation between their respective production directions.

Table I: Center of mass energy, cross sections, luminosity and number of interactions per crossing expected in the LHCb,

ATLAS and CMS experiments.

Parameter LHCb ATLAS,CMS

Energy (TeV) 14 14

�(pp) (mb) 100 100

�(bb ) µb 500 500

Visible �(bb ) µb 230 100

L (cm�2 s�1) 2·1032 1·1034

#
int

/crossing 1 23

2. LHC DETECTORS FOR B PHYSICS

The parameters summarizing the LHC environment for B physics studies (center of mass energy, cross sections,

luminosity) are reported in Table I for the LHCb, ATLAS and CMS experiments.

The very large cross section for bb production, yielding O(10

4
) bb pairs per second (L = 10

32
cm

�2
s

�1
) with all

the b-hadrons species being produced, extend down to 10

�9
the Branching Ratio (BR) measurement capability for

the rare B decays.

For this aim a huge e�ort is needed in order to reduce the large background coming from the pp interactions,

whose production cross section is two orders of magnitude higher than the b quarks production one.

Attention should also be paid to the choice of running luminosity (L): while larger L provides larger data samples,

the number of interactions per crossing increase rapidly with L, creating problems to the B hadron reconstruction

and identification (see Table I).

The main di�erence in the visible cross section between the LHCb detector, a single arm forward spectrometer

accepting events with 1.8< |⌘| <5, and the ATLAS/CMS detectors, that are accepting events with |⌘| <2.5, comes

from the lower p

T

threshold that can be achieved in the former. The production of bb pairs in LHC, according to

PYTHIA simulations, occurs with the bb pairs highly collimated (as shown in Figure 1): this also favor the LHCb

forward design with respect to the 4⇡ design of the others two experiments.

The main experimental ingredients entering the B mesons decays study, like the tracking, particle identification

and tagging performances and proper time measurements, are presented in detail in the next paragraphs, as well as

the currently implemented trigger strategies.

Figure 1.4: Production rate of b and b-mesons in the lab reference frame, using
Pythia [12].

x [mm]

y 
[m

m
]
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 parameter

Friday, 29 January, 16

Figure 1.5: B decay products from a B

+ ! J/ K

+ candidate event from the LHCb
data.
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Figure 17: Relative momentum resolution versus momentum for long tracks in data obtained

using J/ decays.

two muons. Neglecting the muon masses and considering decays where the two muons
have a similar momentum, the momentum resolution, �p, can be approximated as:

✓
�p

p

◆2

= 2
⇣�

m

m

⌘2
� 2

⇣ p �
�

m c �

⌘2
, (1)

where m is the invariant mass of the J/� candidate and �
m

is the Gaussian width obtained
from a fit to the mass distribution. The second term is a correction for the opening angle,
�, between the two muons, where �

�

is the per-event error on � which is obtained from the
track fits of the two muons. Figure 17 shows the relative momentum resolution, �p/p, as a
function of the momentum, p. The momentum resolution is about 5 per mille for particles
below 20 GeV/c, rising to about 8 per mille for particles around 100 GeV/c.

The mass resolution is compared for six di�erent dimuon resonances: the J/� , �(2S),
� (1S), � (2S) and � (3S) mesons, and the Z0 boson. These resonances are chosen as they
share the same topology and exhibit a clean mass peak. A loose selection is applied to
obtain the invariant mass distributions, as shown in Figure 18.

The momentum scale is calibrated using large samples of J/� ! µ+µ� and B+ !
J/�K+ decays, as is done for the precision measurements of b-hadron and D meson
masses [50–53]. By comparing the measured masses of known resonances with the world
average values [54], a systematic uncertainty of 0.03% on the momentum scale is obtained.
As shown in Figure 17 the momentum resolution depends on the momentum of the
final-state particles, and therefore the mass resolution is not expected to behave as a pure
single Gaussian. Nevertheless, a double Gaussian function is su�cient to describe the
observed mass distributions. Final-state radiation creates a low-mass-tail to the left side
of the mass distribution, which is modelled by an additional power-law tail. To describe

26

(a) Momentum resolution.
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Figure 12: (top left) Tracking e�ciency for the

current VELO measured in data and simula-

tion using a tag and probe method. (top right)

Impact parameter resolution in data and simu-

lation, for the current VELO, shown for the x

component, as a function of the inverse trans-

verse momentum. The resolution is measured

relative to the reconstructed primary vertex.

(bottom) Primary vertex resolution for the cur-

rent VELO measured in data and simulation

using a data driven method of splitting vertices.

For the rest of this document the resolutions and

e�ciencies are extracted by direct comparison

to the simulated tracks and vertices.

15

(b) Impact parameter resolution.

Figure 1.6: Two quantities demonstrating the performance of the LHCb detector
are the momentum resolution (a) and the impact parameter resolution (b).
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1.2 THE LHCB EXPERIMENT

resolution, necessary to study the fast oscillating b-mesons, are the impact
parameter resolution and the momentum resolution [14]. The momentum
resolution for tracks, tested with J/ decays, is �p/p ⇠ 0.45 � 1.1% in the
momentum range from 10–250 GeV/c (Figure 1.6(a)). The impact parame-
ter (IP) is the distance of closest approach between a track and the primary
vertex. According to Figure 1.6(b), the IP resolution in the XZ plane is ap-
proximately inversely proportional to the transverse momentum of the track.
The IP resolution will be studied in more detail in Chapter 3.

1.2.1 The Vertex Locator

The VELO is a silicon strip detector surrounding the interaction point of the
LHCb detector. The VELO plays a significant role in the track reconstruction
and also in the trigger by contributing to the event selection. The detector is
installed closely surrounding the interaction region where there is a negligible
magnetic field. It covers the full angular range of LHCb and its primary
objective is to reconstruct primary and secondary vertices.

The VELO consists of two halves each containing 21 modules each (see
Figure 1.7(a)). To achieve a good IP resolution the first strips of the VELO
sensors are placed 8.2 mm away from the beam. This distance is smaller than
the beam aperture required by the LHC machine during injection, therefore the
two VELO halves are retractable. To measure the radial (R-sensor) and the
azimuthal (�-sensor) coordinates, two 300 µm thick semicircular silicon sensors
with different strip orientation are mounted back to back on a module [15].
The total number of strips is ⇠180,000 with a pitch ranging from 38 µm in the
inner to 102 µm in the outer edge of an R-sensor and from 38 µm to 97 µm for
a �-sensor. In an inelastic pp-collision the average number of observed clusters
is ⇠ 2500 with on average ⇠ 2 strips per cluster.

The detector is operated in a secondary vacuum separated from the beam
vacuum by a thin aluminium shield known as the RF-box (Figure 1.7(b)). The
modules are cooled with an evaporative system using CO2 as coolant [16]. The
heat dissipation is about 17 W per module. The operational temperatures on
the silicon sensors range from -10�C to 0�C [5] to minimize radiation induced
effects.

Due to the high particle fluence that the modules are exposed to, the per-
formance due to irradiation is a concern. One of the silicon properties affected
by the amount of radiation is the leakage current as will be discussed in Sec-
tion 4.5. According to Affolder et al. [17] the average rate of increase of the
sensor current is 18 µA per fb�1 at a sensor temperature of -7 C�. To com-
pensate for a reduced depletion depth due to irradiation the bias voltage of
the sensors needs to be increased. However, to avoid breakdown in the sensors
a hardware limit of 500 V has been set.

9



CHAPTER 1 THE LHCB EXPERIMENT AT CERN

(a) Photograph of one of the VELO retractable
halves rotated by 90�.

Vacuum vessel
collision point

RF box

module

CO2 cooling

Tuesday, 22 December, 15

(b) 3D model of the LHCb VELO vacuum tank.

Figure 1.7: (a) Photograph of one of the VELO retractable halves. (b) 3D model of
the LHCb VELO vacuum tank. The cut-away view allows the CO2 cooling system,
the RF-box and the module support on the left-hand side to be seen.

1.2.2 Track Reconstruction

Track reconstruction in LHCb is performed by combining hits in the VELO
with the TT and the downstream T-stations (T1 – T3). The reconstruction
of a track starts with grouping hits known as segments. There are two type of
track reconstruction sequences depending on where the segments are located,
the forward and the backward tracking sequence. Both tracking sequences
start from the VELO. Since the collision point of the pp-beams is located near
the center of the VELO, segments using VELO hits are reconstructed assuming
they originate from the z-axis. These segments are then extrapolated towards
the T-stations. An algorithm searches for hits in the T-stations and if any
are found they are added to the track. The forward track finding algorithm
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Figure 1.8: Track types (see text).

searches for a match to the track in the TT. In the backward sequence, seg-
ments from the T-stations, assuming they originate from the collision point, are
extrapolated to the VELO in order to find a match with a VELO segment.

Tracks are labelled according to the subdetector hit information used as
shown in Figure 1.8. A track that has hits in all subdetectors is tagged as
Long. Tracks with segments only in the VELO and the TT are tagged as
upstream. Tracks with segments only in the T-stations and the TT are tagged
as downstream. Tracks with segments only in the VELO or the T-stations
are tagged as VELO and T-tracks respectively. In the Impact Parameter
studies that will be described in Chapter 3 only VELO and Long tracks are
considered.

1.3 The LHCb upgrade

Despite its excellent performance, the LHCb detector has an integrated lumi-
nosity limit of about 2 fb�1 data per year [18]. Most of the studies in LHCb are
statistics limited. Therefore more data is needed. Operating the LHCb detec-
tor at a higher luminosity in order to collect more data will however lead to the
saturation of the current L0 trigger yield for hadronic channels, as illustrated
in Figure 1.9. This saturation is due to the hardware limit imposed by the
maximum readout rate. As a result L0 must reduce the rate below this limit
which cannot be done efficiently at larger luminosities. The L0 trigger recon-
structs one or two muons with the highest p

T

and the hadron/electron/photon
with the highest E

T

distinguishing between electron and photon candidates
using information from the ECAL. To increase the data rate without influ-
encing the trigger efficiency, a new trigger scheme needs to be adopted, which
drives the upgrade of the LHCb detector.
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LHCb Upgrade

LHCb until LS2
During LHC Run 1, LHCb has collected � 3 fb�1 of data, operating in 2012 at a
(levelled) instantaneous luminosity of 4� 1032 cm�2 s�1.
Until the end of Run 2, the total integrated luminosity is expected to increase to 8 fb�1.
Without increase in luminosity, further doubling the sample would then take a long time.
Main bottleneck of existing experiment is 1 MHz readout rate in combination with
limited discriminating power of L0 hardware trigger.

L0 trigger is based on high ET cluster in calorimeter or high pT track in muon system.
Higher L requires higher ET cut, resulting in saturation of signal yield for hadronic channels.

Upgrade strategy
Triggerless readout at 40 MHz.
Fully software-based event selection.
Increase yield by factor � 10.
To be installed in LS2 (2018/19).













    













Simulated L0 trigger yield (existing experiment),
normalised to L = 2� 1032 cm�2 s�1.

3 / 19

Sunday, 17 January, 16

Figure 1.9: Low-level trigger efficiency as a function of luminosity for various
hadronic decays [19]. Several modes saturate beyond the operation point of the
LHCb detector at the end of Run 1 indicated by the dashed line. The decay
J/ (! µ

+
µ

�)�(! K

+
K

�) profits from two muons in the final state.

The LHCb detector is scheduled to be upgraded in the second long shutdown
in 2019–2020. The upgraded detector will run at a 5 times higher luminos-
ity and collect 50 fb�1 of data in Run 3. The expected number of visible
pp interactions per bunch crossing at the upgrade luminosity is ⇠ 7.6.

In the upgrade the L0 trigger will be removed and LHCb will adopt a full
software trigger. The adaptation to the new readout scheme requires upgrade
of all the tracking detectors described in Section 1.2.2. This thesis focuses on
the upgrade of the VELO detector.
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